Abstract. Let M be a non-compact connected Riemann surface of a finite type, and R~%I be a relatively compact domain such that H1 (M, Z)=HI(R. Z). Let /~--+R be a covering. We study the algebra Hm(U) of bounded holomorphic functions defined in certain subdomains UCR.
Introduction
1.1. Let X be a connected complex manifold and H~(X) be the algebra of bounded holomorphic functions on X with pointwise multiplication and with norm Ilfll = sup If(x)l. xEX Let r:X--~X be the universal covering of X. The fundamental group rq(X) acts discretely on )( by biholomorphic maps. By. r* (H~ (X))cH:~ (X-) we denote the Banach subspace of functions invariant with respect to the action of ~rl(X).
In this paper we describe a class of manifolds X for which there is a linear continuous projector P: H ~ (3~) -+ r* (H ~ (X)) satis~'ing (1.1)
In the present paper we prove existence of such projectors for a wide class of (not necessarily one-dimensional) complex manifolds. Our construction is more abstract and uses some techniques of the theory of coherent Banach sheaves over Stein manifolds.
In order to formulate our results let us introduce some definitions.
Let N~M be a relatively compact domain (i.e. an open connected subset) in a connected Stein manifold Al such that (1.2) ~ (X) ~ ~, (~f).
By 5C~(N) we denote the class of unbranched coverings of N. Any covering from J:~(N) corresponds to a subgroup of rrz(N). Assume that the complex connected manifold U admits a holomorphic embedding i: U~-+R for some REU~ (N) . Let 
i,:rq(U)-+Trl(R) be the induced homomorphism of fundamental groups. We set K(U):=Keri, CTrl(U). Consider the regular covering Pc': U-+U of U corresponding to the group K(U), so that, 7q(U)=K(U) and 7rl(U)/K(U) acts on U as the group of deck transformations. Further, by p[.(H ~ (U))C H ~ (U) we denote the subspace of holomorphic functions invariant with respect to the action of rq(U)/K(U)
(
There is a linear continuous projector P: H ~ ( U ) -+ p *u ( H ~ ( U ) ) satisfying the following properties:
1) there exists a family of linear continuous projectors Pz:l~(F~)--+c(F~) holomorphically depending on zEV such that P[f]lp~(z):=P~(flpc~(~)] for any feg~(u); (2) P(fg)=P(f)g for any fEH~(U) and gep~-(H=~(U)); (3) /f fcH~ is such that flF: is constant, then P(f)IF~ =flF~; (4) each P~ is continuous in the weak* topology of l~(F~);
(5) the norm Ilpll<_c<~, where c=c(x)(~). (c) the projector P is defined as
P(f)(y):= ~ f(w)h(w), yEF~.
wEF~ (2) Here and below the notation C=-C(ct, 3, 2, ...) means that the constant depends only on the parameters c~,/3, 3., ....
Also, from (c) it follows that P: H~(~7)--+p~(H~(U)) is weak* continuous.
Let _~ be a covering of a finite bordered Riemann surface R. The fundamental group rq(R) is a free group with a finite or countable fanfily of generators J. Let
UcR be a domain such that 7rl(U) is generated by a subfamily of J. Let r: D-+U be the universal covering map. Then Theorem 1.1 implies the following result. Remark 1.4. The remarkable class of Riemann surfaces U for which the Forelli type theorem (like Corollary 1.3) is valid was introduced by Jones and Marshall [JM] . The definition is in terms of an interpolating property for the critical points of the Green function on U. We conjecture that any REJ:c(N) , where N is the Riemann surface satisfying (1.2), belongs to this class.
Example 1.5. Let r:D-+X be the universal covering of a compact complex Riemann surface of genus g > 2. Let K C D be the flmdamental compact region with respect to the action of the deck transformation group 7c1(X). By definition, the boundary of K is the union of 2g analytic curves. Let D1 .... , Dk be a family of mutually disjoint closed disks situated in the interior of K. We set k s:=UDi , K':=K\S and R::
gETty(X)
Then R:=r(K')CX is a finite bordered Riemann surface, and r:/}--+R is a regular covering corresponding to the quotient group rq (X) of rq (R). Here rrl(_~) is generated by the family of simple closed curves in R with the origin at a fixed point z0eR so that each such curve goes around only one of g(Di), gErq(X), i=1, ..., k.
Let. YcD be a simply connected domain with the property that there is a subset Lcrq(X) so that
Clearly U:=Y\UgeL g(S) satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 1.3. Therefore the projector P, described above, exists for U.
One of the possible applications of Forelli's theorem is to the solution of the corona problem (for results and references related to the corona problem we refer to Garnett [Ga2] , Jones and Marshall [JM] and Slodkowski [S] ). Let us recall the corresponding definitions.
Let X be a Riemann surface such that H~(X) separates points of X. By M(H~(X)) we denote the maximal ideal space of H~(X), i.e. the set of nontrivial multiplicative linear functionals on H ~ (X) with the weak* topology (which is called the Gelfand topology). It is a compact Hausdorff space. Each point xEX corresponds in a natural way (point evaluation) to an element of M(H~:(X)). So X is naturally embedded into M(H~(X)). Then the corona problem for H~(X) asks: Is M(H~(X)) the closure (in the Gelfand topology) of X? (The complement of the closure of X in M(H~(X)) is called the coTvna.)
For example, according to Carleson's celebrated corona theorem [Ca2] this is true for X being the open unit disk D. Also. there are non-planar Riemann surfaces for which the corona is non-trivial (see e.g. [G] , [JM] , [BD] , [L] and references therein). The general problem for planar domains is still open, as is the problem in several variables for the ball and polydisk.
It is well known that the corona problem has the following analytic reformulation.
A collection fl,-.., f~ of functions from H ~ (X) satisfies the corona condition if there exists ~>0 such that
The corona problem being solvable means that the Bezout equation
has a solution gl,-.-,gnEH~(X) for any fl, ..., f, satis~'ing the corona condition.
We refer to maxj IIgjtl as a "bound on the corona solutions". Using Carleson's solution [Ca2] of the corona problem for H~(D) and property (2) for the projector P constructed in Theorem 1.1 we obtain the following corollary. [L] and the author [Br2] that for any integer nk2 there are a compact Riemann surface S, and its regular covering Pn : Sn -+ Sn such that (a) Sn is a complex submanifold of an open Euclidean ball BncCn; (b) the embedding i: S~-+B,, induces an isometry i*: H~(Bn)--~H~(S,).
In particular, (b) implies that the maximal ideal spaces of Ha(S~) and Ha (B,,) coincide. Thus the corona problem is not solvable for Ha (S,~) .
(2) In [Brl, The proof of the theorem is based on Theorem 1.1 and a Grauert type theorem for "holomorphic" vector bundles on maximal ideal spaces (which are not usual manifolds) of certain Banach algebras.
1.2. Another application of Theorem 1.1 is related to the classification of interpolating sequences in U (eft [St] and [JM] (2) Let NcC ~ be a strongly pseudoconvex domain. Then Theorem 1.9 is valid for any i: U~-+R, RE.~(N) , and U satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1.
Let NcM, RCJZc(N) and i: U~--~R be complex manifolds satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1.1. Let r: U-+U be the universal covering. The group ~I(U) acts discretely on U by biholomorphic maps.
A character of % (U) is a complex-valued flmction p: 7rl (U)-~C* satisfying L)(~bT)=~o(0)~)(7 ) and Ip(o)l=l. 0, TETrl(U). Go(x) >t}. This means that the topology of X grows slowly as measured by the Green function. Widom type surfaces are the only infinitely connected ones for which Hardy theory has been developed to any extent. They have many bounded holomorphic functions. In particular, such functions separate points and directions. We refer to [Ha] for an exposition.
Let U be a Riemann surface satisfling the hypotheses of Theorem 1.11. Then this theorem and the remarkable results of Widom [W] imply that U is of Widom type. In fact, it was first noted by Jones and Marshall [aM, p. 295] 
be the pseudohyperbolic metric on D. Let x, y E U and x0 E D be such that r(xo)=x. We define the distance Q*(x, y) by the formula ~)* (x, y):= inf o(x0, w). wGr-l(y) It is easy to see that this definition does not depend of the choice of x0 and determines a metric on U compatible with its topology.
The following result shows that interpolating sequences are stable under small perturbations. 
Remark 1.16. This proposition is similar to [Gal, Chapter VII. Lemma 5.3 ] used in the proof of Earl's theorem on interpolation. We will show how to modify the proof of this lemma to obtain our result. 
Construction of bundles
In this section we formulate and prove some preliminary results used in the proofs of our main theorems.
Definitions and examples
(For standard facts about bundles see e.g. Hirzebruch's book [Hi] .) In what follows all topological spaces are allowed to be finite-or infinite-dimensional.
Let X be a complex analytic space and S be a complex analytic Lie group with the unit eES. Consider an effective holomorphic action of S on a complex analytic space F. Here holomorphic action means a holomorphic map S xF-+F sending sxfESxF to sfcF such that sl(s2f)=(sls2)f and ef=f for any fcF. Efficiency means that the condition sf=f for some s and any f implies that s=e. Definition 2.1. A complex analytic space IV together with a holomorphic map (projection) 7r: W-+X is a holomorphie bundle on X with the structure group S and the fibre F, if there exists a system of coordinate transformations, i.e., if (1) there is an open cover U={Ui}iEI of X and a family of biholomorphisms h~:Tc-Z(ui)-+UixF that map "fibres" 7r-l(u) onto uxF: (2) for any i, j E I there are elements sij E O(Ui A Uj, S) such that (h~h21)(uxf)=uxs~(u)f for any uEUiNUj and IEF.
In particular, a holomorphic bundle 7r: W--+X whose fibre is a Banach space F and the structure group is GL(F) (the group of linear invertible transformations of F) is a holomorphic Banach vector bundle.
A holomorphic section of a holomorphic bundle ~: IV--+X is a holomorphic map s:X--+W satisfying 7ros=id. Let 7ci: Wi-+X, i=1, 2. be holomorphic Banach vector bundles. A holomorphic map f: I4~-+IV2 satisL, ing
is a linear continuous map of the corresponding Banach spaces, is a homomorphism. If, in addition, f is a homeomorphism, then f is an isomorphism.
We also use the following construction of holomorphie bundles (see, e.g. [Hi, Chapter 1]):
Let S be a complex analytic Lie group and U= {Ui}ici be an open cover of X.
By Z~9(L/, S) we denote the set of holomorphic S-valued g/-cocycles. By definition, s={s~j}EZ~(bl, S), where sijEO(UinUj,S) and SijSjk=S~k on UiNUjnUk. Consider the disjoint union [_] i~UixF and for any uEUiNUj identiL' the point uxfEUj xF with uxsij(u)fEUi xF. We obtain a holomorphic bundle II~ on X whose projection is induced by the projection Ui x F-+Ui. Moreover, any holomorphic bundle on X with the structure group S and the fibre F is isomorphic (in the category of holomorphic bundles) to a bundle Iu Example 2.2(a). Let M be a complex manifold. For any subgroup GCTrl(M) consider the unbranched covering 9: MG-+M corresponding to G. We will describe Ma as a holomorphic bundle on M.
First, assume that GC~rl(M) is a normal subgroup. Then Sic is a regular covering of M and the quotient group Q:=Tq(M)/G acts holomorphically on 2~Ia by deck transformations. It is well known that Ma in this case can be thought of as a principle fibre bundle on M with fibre Q (here Q is equipped with the discrete topology). Namely, let us consider the map RQ(9): Q-+Q defined by the formula be the group of all homeomorphisms of Xc (equipped with the discrete topology).
We define the homomorphism T: 7cl(M)--+H(Xc) by T(9)([Gq] ) := [Gqg-1], qE zq(M).
Set Q(G):=:r~(M)/Ker'r and let 9 be the image of getty(M) in Q (G) . We denote the unique homomorphism whose pullback to :h(M) coincides with 7 by
To.(c):Q(G)-+H(Xc ).
Consider the action of G on V=ll~E I U~ x 771 (~I) induced by the left action of G on :rl(M) and let I@=l lie I b} xXa be the corresponding quotient set. Define the equivalence relation U~ x Xc ~x x ~-Q(a)(Oiy)(h) ~x x hEUj x Xo with the same {cij} as in the definition of M~. The corresponding quotient space is a holomorphic bundle with fibre Xa biholomorphic to 3ic.
Example 2.2(b). We retain the notation of Example 2.2(a). Let B be a com-
plex Banach space with norm t" I. Let Iso(B)cGL (B) be the group of linear isometrics of B. Consider a homomorphism o:Q--+Iso (B) . Without loss of generality we assume that Ker L)=e, for otherwise we can pass to the corresponding quotient group. The holomorphic Banach vector bundle Eo-+ M associated with Q is defined as the quotient of I lies Ui x B by the equivalence relation Ui x B~xx Q(cij)(w)~ x x w E Uj x B for any x E Ui A Uj. Further. we can define a function E e--+ R+ which will be called the norm on E o (and denoted by the same symbol I " I). The construction is as follows. For any xxwEU~• we set Ixxu, l==lwl. Since the image of ~) belongs to Iso (B) , the above definition is invariant with respect to the equivalence relation determining E o and so it determines a "norm" on E o. Let us consider some examples.
Let ll (Q) be the Banach space of complex-valued sequences on Q with/l-norm. The action RQ from (a) induces the homomorphism ~: Q~Iso(ll(Q)),
By E~(Q) we denote the holomorphic Banach vector bundle associated with g.
Let l~(Q) be the Banach space of bounded complex-valued sequences on Q with l~-norm. The homomorphism g*: Q--+Iso(l:~(Q)), dual to g is defined as
LO*(g)(V)[X] :=L'(Xg--1). g..'Ee(~, ~'el~c((~).
(It coincides with the homomorphism (ot)-l: ((ot)--l(g) [u] ) (W)::V(~O(g--1) [W] ), gEQ, vcl~(Q), well (Q) .) The holomorphic Banach vector bundle associated with ~* will be denoted by ~s E~ (Q). By definition it is dual to Ei~(Q).
Main construction
Let B be a complex Banach space with norm ]. ] and let [[. ] ] denote the corresponding norm on GL (B) . For a discrete set X, denote by B~ (X) the Banaeh Then we can define a(h, t)EGL(B~(X)) by the formula
We retain the notation of Example 2. 
We recall the following definitions.
Let dq be the set of sequences (ioso, ..., iqSq) with it ffI, st6XG for t=0, ..., q.
A family is a q-cochain on the cover g-l(D/):=Uiei,~x C V. 
Here ~ over a symbol means that this symbol is omitted. Moreover, we set W= wk is the restriction V/o~ o A...AVi,+~,q+~, Wk:V/o~ o A...N~k~k A...nE~+~,+~ and r w map from W to Wk. Also, condition (2.1) implies that 6 q maps C q (9 -1 (/g), E) into cq+I(g-I(lg),E). We will denote 6qlc~(g ~(u),E) by 6~. As usual, 6q+lo6q:o and 6q+1o6q=0. Thus one can define cohomology groups on the cover g-~(/g) by Hq (g-1 (hi), E):: Ker (5 q / Im 6 q-1 and H q (g-1 (U), E):: Ker 6~ / Im 6~-1.
In what follows the cohomology group Hq(lg, EM) on the cover U of M with coeflqcients in the sheaf of germs of holomorphic sections of EAr is defined similarly to Hq(g-1(Lt), E). Elements of Ker6 q and Ker6~ will be called q-cocycles and of Im 6 q-1 and Im ($~-1 q-coboundaries. 
cq(9-1(gt),E)-+ cq(lg, EM) is linear and injective. Now for a cochain fEcq(bt, EM) we can convert the construction for ~q to find a cochain fEcq(g-I(U).E) such that ~q(f)=f.
Thus ~q is an isomorphism. Moreover. a simple calculation based on (2.2) shows that (~.5) (sqc@q @q+l ^(sq
where 6q in the left-hand side is the operator for EM defined similarly to (2.4). 
Hence ~q determines a linear isomorphism ,lpq: H{(g-I(/,/), E)--+Hq(Lt, EM). []

7rl (U)=K(U). Consider the holomorphic Banach vector bundle EiXIC(G)-43Ic associated with the homomorphism oc:G--+Iso(ll(a)), [~G(g)(v)](x):=u(xg-1), veil(G), x, geG (see Example 2.2(b)). Since i. is surjective. E~ ~la (c)tc=E~'(c).
Let Ko < ll (G) be the kernel of the linear functional 11 (G) ~ {v~}~ea ~gea vg. Then Ka is invariant with respect to any oo(g), gEG. In particular, 0c determines a homomorphism he: G~Iso(Kr ha(g)=~oa(g)lt(r Here we consider Ka with the norm induced by the norm of ll (G) . be the holomorphic Banach vector bundle associated with ha. Clearly, Fa is a subbundle of Ei ~Ia (G) . Further, the quotient bundle Ca:=E{~Ia (G) /Fa-+Ma is the trivial flat vector bundle of complex rank 1. Indeed, it is associated with the quotient homomorphism/to: G--+ C*, [~a(g) (v+Ka):=oa(g) (v)+Ka, gEG: vElt(G) ; where w+Ka is the image of w Ell (G) in the factor space ll (G) Let {ts}sec be a standard basis of unit vectors in ll (G) , ts(g)=hsg, s, gEG. Define A: C ~ 11 (G) by A(c)= ct~ , where e E G is the unit. Then A is a linear operator of norm 1. Now let us recall the construction of F,i ~Ia (G) given in Proposition 2.5. (G) is biholomorphic to the quotient space of [_Ji,~ Va,i~ X/l (G) by the equivalence relation Vc,i, xll (G) 
gxxoa(ca,i~dk)(v)~xxvEVa,jkxll(G).
The construction of Fa is similar, the only difference is that in the above formula we take hc instead of 0a. These constructions restricted to Va.~ deter- 
bij:={bG,~j}Ge6EO(UiAUj,F).
Here holomorphy of bij follows from the uniform estimate of the norms of bG,ij. Now for any zEg~a(Vi) we have
Since NCM is compact, we can find a finite nmnber of sets ~1,.. 
(U. EU(G))-+(9(U, [Cr
[P[j(f)](z) :=[Pu(z)](f(z)), f EO(U,E~=(G)).
Further, any fEH~(U) can be considered in a natural way as a bounded holomorphic section of the trivial bundle U x C--+U. This bundle satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 2.5 (for U instead of M). Furthernlore. it easy to see that in this case the bundle (U • C)u defined in Proposition 2.3 coincides with EC~ (G) ,
(This is just the direct image map with respect to Pc: ~'--+U.) We define the Banaeh subspace So~(g)cH~ EU (G) ) with norm I" lu by the formula 
z). Let now fEH~(U) and 9Ep~(H~(U)). Then by definition we have
Here we used that glp~l(z) is a constant and Pz is a linear operator. This implies (2). Property (3) follows from the fact that Pz is a projector onto c(Fz). Further, (4) is a consequence of the fact that Pu(z) is dual to (Ia)(z) and so P~ is continuous in the weak* topology of l~ (Fz) . Finally, the norm of P coincides with supze U IIPu(z)H. Thus IIPII<C for C as in (3.3) . This completes the proof of (5). [] Proof of Corollary 1.3. First note that any finite bordered Riemann surface N admits an embedding to a Riemann surface 3I so that the pair N 9 satisfies condition (1.2). Let/~ be a covering of N and i: U~-~R be such that 7rl(U) is generated by a subfamily of generators of the free group 7r1(-~). Then the homomorphism NcCMc. Further, assume that i: U~-+NG is a holomorphic embedding of a complex connected manifold U, K(U):=Keri. CTrl(U), and Pc-: U-+U is the regular covering of U corresponding to K(U). As before, without loss of generality we may assume that homomorphism i.: Trl(V)-+G(=Trl(~) ) is surjective (see the argu-ments of Lemma 3.1). Thus the deck transformation group of U is G. We begin the proof of the theorem with the following result. 
Eoo (G)Iu-E~(G) (see Example 2.2(b)
). According to Proposition 2.5, we can define the holomorphic Banach vector bundle [E~c (G) ]M-+M with the fibre [l~ (G) ]~(Xc). Let G be the set of all subgroups GCTrl(M). We define the Banach space L=(~aeG[lX (G) 
[X [L := sup [XG[[I~(G)I~(XG ) < ,PC, GE~ where [. [[z~(a) fEH~ (O,B) .'. ;. [[f[[:=sup[f(z) 
The above arguments show that h(z)<8h(w) for any ZEBc(0, 1/4h(w)). [] Now let us prove Proposition 4.1. Consider the fibre p{Zl(z)CU for zEU. Using the isometric isomorphism between H~(U) and the space H~(U, E~ (G) ) of bounded holomorphie sections of E~ (G) ' ~Clh]z~(c) and ~7'(y)=tz. 
Ilajll~_<l
We will prove that pu 1 ({zj }?-1)C U is also interpolating. According to [Gal, Chap- It is readily seen that L o maps H~(U) in H~(Tr~(U), O) and its norm is bounded by the norm of P (i.e. it depends on N only). Moreover, from Theorem 1.9 it follows that for any oEU there is a function fEH~(U) such that f ('7(o) )=~(~/), ~ C 71"1 (U) .
Thus Lo[f](o)=l showing that Lo is non-trivial. []
Interpolating sequences on Riemann surfaces
In this section we prove Propositions 1.13, 1.15, 1.17. 1.18 and Corollary 1.14. 
Proof of Proposition
